
CLASS -1V CH-3 , FLOWERS AND FRUITS



J FLOWERS

❖Flowers are a colourful and beautiful part of the plant.
❖They have different shapes and size.
❖A flower  develops from a bud.
❖The bud of a plant generally covered with green leaves.
❖These leaves protect the bud and help it to bloom into a 
flower.

Buds of a flower



Seasonal flowers



Function of flowers-

Flowers make fruits.

❖Some flowers have pleasant fragrance.These are used 
for making perfumes. Ex- rose ,jasmine,keora,lavender etc.
❖Some flowers can be cooked and eaten like a 
vegetable.ex-banana,kachnar etc
❖Some flowers are used as medicines. Ex-
cloves,arnicaetc.
❖Flowers are also used in preparing cosmetics.
❖They are used for making colours .ex- marigold and 
zenia.
❖Flowers are also used for decoration purposes.  



•Observe any bud , find and write, 
two differences between a bud and a 
flower.
•Ask your mother weather she uses 
flowers as vegetables.note down the 
names of such flowers.
•List down the different tpes of 
materials used by the florist  for 
making bouquets.  

ENJOY !



DAY -2

FRUITS
❖Fruits store seeds and food in them.
❖Some fruits do not have seeds. Ex banana 
,grapes.
❖Some fruits have many seeds. Ex- papaya , 
lemon , orange.



We get different fruits in different seasons . These are 
called seasonal fruits.

SUMMER FRUITS





Some fruits like cahewnut , 
almonds and walnuts , which 
are first dried and then used.

Some fruits which are 
commonly used as 
Vegetables. ex -banana, 
brinjal , tomato, ladyfinger





INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT FRUITS AND 
FLOWERS.

❖Watermeal or Wolffia Globbosa ,is the 
smallest flower in the world.
❖Rafflesia Arnoldi is the largest lower in the 
world.
❖Banana has no seeds .it reproduces through 
its stem.
❖Jackfruit is the largest fruit in the world.



ASSIGNMENT

i. Write any two uses of fruits.
ii. Use dried flowers and leaves to make greeting cards.
iii. search the recipe of fruit chat on you tube and prepare it at your home. 





APPLE A DAY , KEEPS  DOCTOR AWAY


